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Schwinn Accessories

Please note that all prices listed below are subject to change without notice.

ITEM NAME DESCRIPTION PART # RETAIL COST

KIT, POWER SENSOR CRANK, 
SCHWINN MT, 4iiii

Call in to place your orders for the new 4iii Morse taper crank arm kit. You can only 
upgrade to Morse taper from Morse taper cranks.

KIT, POWER SENSOR CRANK, 
SCHWINN TH, 4iiii

Call in to place your orders for the new 4iii Morse taper crank arm kit. You can only 
upgrade to threaded from threaded cranks.

KIT, ECHELON 2, FOR 4iiii
Echelon 2 kit made for 4iii comes with everything you need to mount the console to 
a number of bikes.

ECHELON, ZERO STOP TOOL Calibrates units with the Echelon2 console equipped with a brake-mounted power sensor (pre 4iii only). 740-8607 $1.59 

EXERCISE BAR HOLSTER, AC
Designed in-house for customers that want to use weighted bars as part of their workouts.
This kit holds two bars. 700-0404 $105.00 

HOLDER, DB, ACP BIKE
We now have a kit that allows our customers to attach a dumbbell holder to their bikes to add another 
high intensity option. 718-5957 $155.00 

IC PEDAL TOE CUP
Pedal cage for IC bikes with street shoe compatibility. 
This is the same as the pedal cage that comes stock with 95129 pedals. 003-5574 $4.67 

SCHWINN CADENCE PRO COMPUTER For customers that want to add a console that is both inexpensive and user friendly. 740-8803 $160.83 

STRAP, PEDAL, 460MM, BLACK Replacement pedal strap for double or triple link pedals. 740-7307 $3.39 

AC TOE CLIP Toe cage for double and triple link pedals. 47046 $13.07 

EXERCISE BAR HOLSTER, AC, WHITE
Designed in-house for customers that want to use weighted bars as part of their workouts. This kit holds 
two bars and comes in white. 700-0404-25 $105.00 

EXERCISE BAR HOLSTER, AC, BLACK
Designed in-house for customers that want to use weighted bars as part of their workouts. This kit holds 
two bars and comes in black. 700-0404-26 $105.00 

BAR, EXERCISE, 6LB/4KG A 6 lb. bar covered with polyurethane coating to protect the bar and allow for easy cleaning. 700-0456 $51.64 

BAR, EXERCISE, 4LB/2KG A 4 lb. bar covered with polyurethane coating to protect the bar and allow for easy cleaning. 700-0454 $41.63 

EQUIPMENT POLISH 13oz. Used to keep your bikes clean and shiny. 73200 $10.16 

GREASE QUICK SHOT 6 oz. Recommended for the threads of  stabilizer bolts and pedals before tightening to crank arms. 72012 $19.30 

SCH CITRUS CHAIN WAX 4 oz Can Recommend to lubricate the chain. 72013 $10.89 

SCH CITRUS FOAM DEGREASER 13 oz For removing excess grease after performing maintenance on the bike. 72011 $8.30 

SCH LUBE FIT TECH SILICONE 9.25 oz
Recommended for the brake pads and all moving parts (e.g., handle bar post, seat post & slide, pop-pins, 
resistance knob etc.). 72016 $9.90 

PEDALS, SET, SCHWINN TRIPLE LINK 2.0, 
9/16 Upgrade your double link pedals to triple link for units with threaded crank arms. 740-8825 $149.99 
SCHWINN TRIPLE LINK SDL PEDALS, 
MORSE TAPER Upgrade your double link pedals to triple link for units with Morse taper crank arms. 740-8689 $122.99 

PARK TOOL CRK Pull (CWP-7C) You can't remove cranks or morse taper pedals without this indispensable tool. 74025 $30.69 

SMART RELEASE ADJ. TOOL W/PINS
Used to adjust the tension at which the flywheel "breaks" free on units with a smart release mechanism 
on the flywheel. 71709 $17.30 

TRUVATIV ISIS DRIVE BB TOOL (BBT-18) Bottom bracket removal tool used to unthread an isis or truvative style bottom bracket. 74465 $29.90 

PAINT, TOUCH-UP, 2 oz 1 oz. container of touch-up paint. 731-7115-XX prices vary

PAINT, TOUCH-UP, 4 oz 4 oz. spray can of touch-up paint. 731-7116-XX prices vary

PAINT, TOUCH-UP, 12 oz 12 oz. spray can of touch-up paint. 731-7117-XX prices vary

SPARE PARTS AND UPGRADES

GROUP CYCLE SELL SHEET

PAINT

TOOLS

PEDALS

LUBE, POLISH, AND CLEANER

Call us for pricing and to place 
your order
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